Tropism, coreceptor use, and phylogenetic analysis of both the V3 loop and the protease gene of three novel HIV-1 group O isolates.
HIV-1 has been subdivided into two groups, M and O, based on phylogenetic analysis. To better understand the pathogenesis of group O viruses, we studied biologic and genetic characteristics of two primary isolates from Spain, ES1158.1 and ES1159.1, and one from the United States, MD.1. After viral isolation, we studied the replication kinetics in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and macrophages, as well as in different cell lines. All three isolates could replicate in both PBMCs and macrophages. Because no syncytium formation was detected in the MT-2 cell line, viruses were classified as non-syncytium inducing (NSI). All three isolates used the CCR5 coreceptor for entry into the human osteosarcoma (HOS) CD4 cells. Phylogenetic analysis of V3 loop sequences showed that ES1158.1 and ES1159.1 isolates were closely related to the ANT70 strain, whereas MD.1 isolate clustered with the MVP-5180 strain in the same branch. Interestingly, all viruses appeared to be more closely related to the MVP-5180 strain when the protease gene was analyzed, although accessible sequences of this region are very limited.